Stylish home theatre hideaway
from under-used attic bedroom
Before work began

Work in progress

The fabulous result
The property is a three-storey Victorian end-of-terrace building. The top floor of the house
was being used as an attic bedroom arranged with a stud-work dividing wall separating
the bedroom from the staircase.
The client requested that the room be converted to a home cinema fitted with Digital
Surround Sound and a 50” Plasma Television. They wanted to retain the existing storage
areas in the attic but have them remade in keeping with the new room. Finally they
requested that the conversion be done allowing for the possibility of returning the room
to a bedroom in future, if required.

How we transformed the space
A.P.P considered the possibility of retaining the stud-work wall to aid in sound-proofing
and to make it easier to darken the room when required. The client was happy to have the
wall removed however which gave a lot more space for furniture and made the room feel
much less cramped. Once the wall was removed the entire room was stripped back to the
rafters and studwork.

The WOW factor
The clients were delighted. As can be seen from the photographs they were left with a
beautiful TV room / Home Cinema. One feature that was particularly appreciated was the
fact that all cables associated with the TV and sound system are hidden – the TV ‘floats’
and there are no cables on view to any of the speakers.

A typical 50” TV can weigh
upwards of 30kg so a
wooden frame capable of
holding the TV was built
and attached using masonry
plugs to the brickwork at the
rear of the room. Whilst the
studwork was exposed the
first-fix wiring was installed
which included power,
HDMI leads and cabling for
the Surround Sound System.
6mm plasterboard was then
fixed to the walls and ceiling
and the room was plastered.
The room was decorated
and carpeted to the clients’
specification and then the
TV and Sound System were
installed.

To find out how we can help improve your property in lots of ways visit our website
www.app-ltd.com or telephone 01223 244515.
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